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Simplified representations can be powerful. Two common examples are sequence logos and ribbon dia-
grams. Both have been extraordinarily successful in capturing complex static features of sequences and
structures. Capturing function is challenging, since activation involves triggered dynamic shifts between
ON and OFF states. Here, we show that simple funnel drawings can capture and usefully portray proteins
by their cellular triggering mechanism. The funnel shape around the proteins’ native states can describe
mechanisms of upstream signal integration and downstream response. ‘‘Function diagrams’’ are important:
they can combine diverse biochemical data to visually distinguish among activation (or recruitment) mecha-
nisms and tag proteins in cellular networks, clarifying their mechanism at a glance. We create templates for
function classification and suggest that they can extend signaling pathway maps. Of note, the diagrams
describe free energy landscapes; thus, they can be quantified. We name our dynamic free-energy diagrams
dFEDs.Simplification clarifies complex phenomena by extracting the
most important features. The impact of simplified diagrams
can be assessed by their broad utilization: comparisons of mul-
tiple sequences in the quest of detecting common ‘‘consensus’’
sequence patterns are typically accompanied by sequence
logos (Schneider and Stephens, 1990); and protein structures
are rarely shown in the literature in their hard-to-understand
atom-and-bond skeleton representations. Simplified function
representations lagged behind, possibly due to the difficulty in
capturing mechanistic classifications and the very large number
of possible scenarios and parameters. Here, we suggest that a
straightforward solution to this quandary is to exploit funnels.
Funnels are both simple and realistic physical descriptions of
protein ensembles (Figure 1A). Because all functions of all pro-
teins are mediated by their conformational distributions around
the free energy minima, funnels can provide a useful blueprint.
Funnels, which are based on the free energy landscape, also
provide a practical representation scheme that lends itself to
functional classification. In a similar vein, the popular ribbon dia-
grams of secondary structures (Richardson, 2000) allowed clas-
sification of protein structures into architectural motifs (Lo Conte
et al., 2000; Orengo et al., 1997; Sigrist et al., 2010). Here, we
describe how funnels can capture protein regulation mecha-
nisms and how they allow classification of protein activation (or
recruitment). Of note, these mechanisms are in the framework
of the cellular network, accounting for signaling pathways.
The landmark concept of the free energy landscape was pro-
posed in 1991 by Frauenfelder, Sligar, and Wolynes (Frauen-
felder et al., 1991). The landscape describes the ensemble of
protein states as amapping of all possible conformations by their
free energies. This concept assumes that the native state of a
protein corresponds to its free energy minimum under a specific
set of conditions, giving the landscape a funnel shape with the
natively folded protein at its bottom. This led Leopold, Montal,
and Onuchic in 1992 (Leopold et al., 1992), and Wolynes,Chemistry & BioOnuchic, and Thirumalai in 1995, to introduce the description
of protein folding as a downhill process (Wolynes et al., 1995).
The funnel may be rough, with many nonnative local minima in
which partially folded proteins can get trapped. The native state
has been typically described by a deep minimum with steep
walls, corresponding to a single well-defined structure. The fun-
nel description implies that protein folding is driven by the hydro-
phobic effect (Wolynes et al., 1995), with the free energy further
lowered by subsequent formation of specific favorable energetic
contacts. The depth of the well represents the energetic stabili-
zation of the native versus denatured state, and the width of the
well represents the configurational entropy of the system. This
description also holds for disordered proteins; however, there
the multiple minima, including the native state, are shallow,
and protein conformations can easily interconvert between
states. Strong energetic conflicts are minimized in the most
populated native states, satisfying the principle of minimal frus-
tration (Bryngelson and Wolynes, 1987). In reality, the native
state is an ensemble of substates. In 1999, this led us to suggest
that the funnel concept can clarify protein function (Kumar et al.,
2000; Tsai et al., 1999a), including binding events, aggrega-
tion, catalysis, allostery, and signaling across the cell under
physiological conditions (Nussinov et al., 2013b) and in disease
(Nussinov and Tsai, 2013), via ‘‘conformational selection and
population shift’’ (Ma et al., 1999; Tsai et al., 1999b). Population
shift, which describes the redistribution of the ensemble (or
‘‘shift’’ between states) following an allosteric event, affirms
that all conformational states and substates preexist and that
evolution has tuned and exploited them for cellular life. This func-
tional description emphasizes the essential roles of substates at
the bottom of the folding funnel around the native state
(Figure 1B). Here, we show that substates can link mechanisms
of activation or recruitment at the conformational level to cellular
scenarios; combined with biological data, they can help create
dynamic free-energy diagrams, or dFEDs.logy 21, March 20, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 311
Figure 1. Free Energy Landscape of a
Protein Folding Funnel
(A) Protein folding is depicted by free energy as a
function of conformations in a funnel shape due to
the hydrophobic effect driving force. The frustra-
tion of a folding route is depicted as a local trap,
with a high barrier that needs to be overcome for a
successful folding path to reach the global free
energy minimum of the native conformation.
(B) At the bottom of the folding funnel, multiple
minima, instead of just a single optimized confor-
mation, are shown. These would be further stabi-
lized by distinct specific interactions, with one or
more minima corresponding to distinct active
states for different functions.
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It is important to clarify: function can be defined in many ways. In
our definition, protein function includes regulation. The classical
protein functional prediction problem differs from the one treated
here. Prediction of protein function—and, in particular, large-
scale automated annotation of protein function from sequenced
genomes—is a challenging problem that currently is a major
community effort (Radivojac et al., 2013). Fifty-four methods
for protein function prediction were recently evaluated on a
target set of 866 proteins from 11 organisms. This type of predic-
tion asks what the function of the protein is. Regulation of the
function is not considered. Here, we look at the protein function
problem from a different standpoint. We assume that the type of
function is known, and ask: how is the protein regulated by the
incoming signals it receives? Our aim is to annotate the mecha-
nism of activation (or inactivation); that is, the way that the pro-
tein integrates its incoming signals from the network (binding
events, posttranslational modifications [PTMs], etc.). Does the
protein require all signals simultaneously to be fully activated?
Is either one signal or the other already sufficient to achieve full
activation, or is function achieved gradually with the sequential
addition of the signals? To fully assign protein function—in the
cell—annotation of both the type of function and its mode of
regulation are essential.
The input to the two types of annotation problems and the
strategies differ. In the following text, we propose simplifying
the complexity of protein function, considering that the protein
is a node in the cellular network, and we suggest how this can
be accomplished. We further submit that the structural coupling
among (binding, mutational, and PTM) sites might help in quan-
tifying the activation mechanisms.
Representation of Function in the Cellular Milieu
Relating the atomic-scale conformational behavior of molecules
to the regulation of the protein in the cell is a formidable task.
How do upstream signals control protein outputs at the confor-
mational ensemble level? Are the mechanisms adapted to the
type of cellular network motif, protein structure, or function? At312 Chemistry & Biology 21, March 20, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Ltd All rights reservedthe basic level, proteins, RNA, and DNA
exist as ensembles of conformational
states and work through dynamic shifts
of their conformational distributions (Ma
et al., 1999; Tsai et al., 1999b). At the
cellular level, this fact is often overlooked(Nussinov et al., 2013b). This could reflect a divide between two
different disciplines or the difficulty in linking the two scales.
Bridging the conformational and cellular scales is essential for
meaningful representation and classification of protein function
in the cellular environment; however, it is difficult because of
the complexity of the cellular network and the heterogeneity of
the mechanisms of regulation. The concept of the protein folding
funnel can help, because it is capable of embracing key features
of the different types of cellular regulation scenarios. Diagrams of
funnels around the native state of the protein can capture distinct
upstream input effects and can be exploited to portray complex
network signal-integration mechanisms.
In the cell, signals are transmitted through interactions be-
tween network nodes (proteins) (Figure 2). The nodes are not
simple switches and do not transmit the information in a linear
input/ output fashion. Typically, more than a single signal is
involved: for example, multiple binding events in protein assem-
blies; binding and PTMs; multiple PTMs; binding of proteins; and
interaction with ions, or protonation events. The number of such
scenarios acting on a single protein in the cell is large. The recip-
ient node integrates all incoming signals and transmits an output
response downstream. Themechanisms of incoming signal inte-
gration, activation, and output response are important: they
determine cellular reaction to external stimuli, and as such,
they govern cell fate. In practice, they are expressed by proteins
forming or quenching interactions. Later, we discuss signal inte-
gration mechanisms and provide their function diagrams with
examples.
Mechanisms of Signal Integration and Response
To transfer a signal, a node has to be switched from anOFF state
to an ON state. This can take place via several types of events,
including pathways that unite at the node or a single pathway
and PTM events (Figure 2). The output signal may be enzyme
activation, as in the case of the kinases, or pathway branching
via specific recruitment. This is the case in scaffolding proteins,
such as the yeast Ste5, b-arrestin, and cullins in the cullin-RING
E3 ligases, and in receptors such as the G protein coupled
Figure 2. The Cellular Network at a Typical Protein Node
Interactions of a protein node are illustrated with three input nodes (denoted
Activation Events) and two output nodes (denoted Functions). In the figure, two
input nodes activate the protein node through an AND-gate circuit, triggering
Function 1. The Function 1 node also exerts a positive feedback loop on the
protein node through direct PTMs; that is PTMs (e.g., phosphorylations) that
would be recognized directly by another protein. A second activation mech-
anism via the node of Activation Event 3 transmits an activation signal to the
output node (Function 2), which illustrates negative feedback loops to atten-
uate the activating signal by indirect transcription responses.
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basic cellular strategies through which multiple signaling events
can activate the protein (Bradshaw, 2010; Prehoda and Lim,
2002) (Figure 3).
Mechanism I is incremental activation by a graded switch. A
graded switch presents accumulative increase in the activity
through multiple covalent or noncovalent stepwise conforma-
tional selection binding events. Population shift following the first
allosteric event alters the conformation of the node, which is
recognized by a second protein, to bind, link, or remove a
PTM. Src kinases, which belong to the nonreceptor tyrosine
kinase family, may provide an example. Activation involves
dephosphorylation of the C-terminal tail, phosphorylation of
the activation loop, binding of a ligand to the SH2 domain, and
binding of ligands to the SH3 domain (Bradshaw, 2010). Each
event results in a higher level of activity. Full activation requires
all events. Mechanism II is an all-or-none switch that demon-
strates only two types of responses: inactivity or full activity
(Bradshaw, 2010). All signaling events are required for activation.
This type resembles a logic AND-gate. The Tec family kinases
provide an example. Both phosphorylation of the loop and intra-
molecular binding of the SH2-kinase linker to the kinase are
required for activation. Mechanism III is an all-or-none switch
with two types of responses; however, one set of events is suffi-
cient for full activation. This mechanism resembles an OR-gate.
One example is Syk tyrosine kinase activation, which takes place
either by phosphorylation in the SH2-kinase linker or by binding
of phosphorylated immunoreceptor signaling motifs. The pres-
ence of both stimuli does not enhance the kinase activity beyond
each stimulus alone (Bradshaw, 2010).
Cellular Factors May Affect the Mechanisms
The node concentration can be basal (low), normal regulated
state, and high (overexpression). The landscape is definedChemistry & Biobased on the normal concentration. The first two factors
described in the following text relate to consideration of the con-
centration: the first illustrates how the mechanism can change
with the concentration, and the second describes indirect con-
centration effects through cellular crowding. The third and fourth
factors described in the following text account for the cellular
pathways environment of the node: feedback loops or signaling
state.
Effects of Signal Concentration and Cooperativity
Effects of concentration and cooperativity can be seen from
two examples: N-WASP (the Wiskott-Aldrich Syndrome Protein)
and Cdk2 (Prehoda and Lim, 2002). N-WASP presents a two-
state active/inactive behavior. N-WASP integrates signals from
Cdc42 and PIP2 (phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate, a
minor phospholipid component of cell membranes) in a highly
cooperative manner. The VCA domain, a constitutively active
output domain of N-WASP at the C terminus, can bind and fully
activate the Arp2/3 (Actin-Related Proteins 2 and 3) complex. In
the intact protein, the amino-terminal regions act to lock the
protein in an inactive closed state. PIP2 and Cdc42 activate
N-WASP by binding the basic and the G protein binding mod-
ules, respectively, disrupting their autoinhibitory interactions.
High concentration of one signal, coming from Cdc42 or PIP2
binding, is sufficient for activation; alternatively low concentra-
tions of both. Thus, N-WASP is not a full AND-gate, nor is it a
true OR-gate: it is a full AND-gate under low signal concentra-
tion of both PIP2 and Cdc42, and it is an OR-gate under high
concentration of either of these. In contrast, Cdk2 presents a
multistate behavior. It integrates input signals from cyclin A
and T-loop phosphorylation. Each intermediate state is distinct.
Full activity is observed only when saturated with both inputs.
Signal integration is thus noncooperative. Cdk2 is an example
of a full AND-gate.
Cellular Crowding
Cellular crowding may influence the effective local concentration
and the system behavior, as shown by the phosphorylation
kinetics of the MEK-ERK pathway in the early phase of signaling.
ERK is sequentially phosphorylated at the threonine and tyrosine
in the activation loop. In Xenopus oocytes, the dual phos-
phorylation steps present a two-state cooperative AND-gate.
Intuitively, MAP kinase cascades should indeed induce a
switch-like response because of their three-tiered enzyme
cascade. However, in growth factor-stimulated mammalian
cells, the ERK MAP kinase cascade exhibits a graded response,
where signal output is proportional to the level of input stimulus
(Mackeigan et al., 2005; Whitehurst et al., 2004). A recent study
(Aoki et al., 2011) suggested that physiological molecular crowd-
ing converts ERK phosphorylation from a two-state AND-gate
to a ‘‘quasi-graded’’ switch. Quasi-graded phosphorylation de-
notes two sequential phosphorylation reactions where MEK
phosphorylates ERK at the tyrosine residue (pY), dissociates
and, due to MEK and pY-ERK diffusion-limited crowding restric-
tion, MEK rebinds and phosphorylates pY-ERK with high
probability. p38 MAP kinase also exhibits similar behavior. This
phosphorylation model is not applicable to the dephosphoryla-
tion step of pTpY-ERK, because quasi-graded phosphorylation
involves sequential reactions operated by the same enzyme
and under the condition that the complex (MEK-ERK) is not
stable. These examples illustrate how evolution has tuned signallogy 21, March 20, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 313
Figure 3. Free Energy Landscape Diagrams for Protein Function
(A) A typical two-state free energy landscape is depicted at the bottom of a folding funnel, with the inactive state more populated than the native state.
(B) A free energy landscape shows multiple minima in either active or inactive states with a broad shallower bottom. In the next three templates of free energy
landscape diagrams of signal integration, a protein node is depicted based on single active conformation by two (binding) events, with four combinations,
including apo (orange), binding event 1 only (blue), binding event 2 only (green), and both activation events (magenta). For each template, the protein node
conformation is described on the right, with four distinct local minima corresponding to one active and three inactive conformations, reflecting the possible four
distinct conformations by four combination events. However, for simplicity, all three inactive local minima are coalesced into a single inactive conformation on the
left of the free energy template. The diagrams on the right present the complete landscape description. We suggest using the simplified diagrams on the left. In
both cases, the overlaid funnels, as drawn by different colors, transform the classical 1D diagram into 2D, which captures protein dynamics.
(C) The graded switch template indicates that the population of active conformation dominates after both events, while each individual event only shows partial
activity with populations shared in both inactive and active conformations.
(D) The AND-gate free energy template clearly shows that the active conformation is populated only after both binding events.
(E) Opposite to the AND-gate, the OR-gate template indicates that, of the four events, all favor the domination of active conformation except the apo (orange)
state, which populates in inactive conformation.The dFEDs drawn here depict abstract cases of logical gate mechanisms. They provide simplified, informative
graphic depictions of complex data. Unlike the sequence logos, they are not quantitative. As such, while they serve as blueprints, they constitute only a first step
toward the ultimate goal of a concrete, more accurate description of logical gate mechanisms.
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diagram set should include notations for such scenarios.
Network Motif: Positive or Negative Feedback Loops
Graded and OR-gate scenarios fit well positive feedback loops
(Figure 2); AND-gate fits negative feedback. Even for the same
protein systems, network scenarios can vary: the MAPK module
generates both cooperative AND-gate and graded outputs
dependent on whether cells were activated with epidermal or
neuronal growth factor (EGF or NGF). Epidermal growth factor
(EGF) stimulation results in negative feedback, and nerve growth
factor (NGF) results in positive feedback, with two-state all-or-
none Erk activation dynamics. The growth factors determine
the signaling network topology and, thereby, Erk activation of314 Chemistry & Biology 21, March 20, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Ltd All rpositive and negative regulators and cell fate (Santos et al.,
2007).
Signaling Module
The MAPK system also shows that the mechanism type is tuned
to the signaling module: the two-state cooperative irreversible
responses were adopted for processes such as cell-cycle pro-
gression, neuronal differentiation, T cell selection, and cell fate
(Aoki et al., 2011; Ferrell and Machleder, 1998; Lin et al., 2009;
Xiong and Ferrell, 2003); graded response over a wide range of
threshold doses was adopted for signaling, including activation
by different inputs (Takahashi and Pryciak, 2008). Furthermore,
tethering to a scaffold, as in the case of MEK and ERK to
KSR, can suppress phosphorylation and thereby inhibit digitalights reserved
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Pryciak, 2008). Thus, the same system can display different
behavior depending on the signaling phase and simulating
agent, with the network adapting accordingly.
Description of Mechanisms by Function Diagrams
The landscape around the native state consists of multiple wells
of varying depths separated by kinetic barriers (Figure 1B). Each
well corresponds to a conformational substate. The relative
depths of the wells reflect the populations of the corresponding
substates: the deeper the well, the more stable the conformation
and, thus, the more populated the substate. The bottom of the
well corresponds to a local free energy minimum. Function dia-
grams (Figures 3A–3E) can be characterized by two features:
the relative free energy depths and the number of active-state
local thermodynamic minima. A local minimum corresponds to
a populated conformation at a certain state. Figure 3A describes
the general two-state inactive/active behavior typical for en-
zymes, with the inactive state more populated than the active
state. Figure 3B illustrates a typical diagram for receptors and
scaffolding proteins, which bind multiple partners, as in the
cases of GPCR and b-arrestins, respectively. In such cases,
binding of different ligands results in different populated confor-
mations. Each is able to recruit proteins. The funnels can be
described by broader, shallower bottoms, with multiple minima
in the inactive and active states.
The diagrams in Figures 3C–3E illustrate overlapping wells,
drawn in different colors (orange, blue, green, and magenta).
Each color—except orange, which represents the apo state—
provides a static snapshot related to an activation (binding or
PTM) event. Comparisons of the wells’ depths across the
different colors obtain the dynamic changes in the populations
of the substates as a function of the events. This simple repre-
sentation captures the essence of the population shift following
a signaling event, allowing us to transform classical one-dimen-
sional (1D) static funnels into dynamic landscapes in two dimen-
sions. Figures 3C–3E depict two diagrams each: those on the
right reflect the full, typical free energy landscapes, with multiple
inactive substates; those on the left are the simplified diagrams,
where all inactive states are coalesced into one state. We sug-
gest using such simplified diagrams. The diagrams represent
the three mechanisms of signal integration. Figure 3C provides
a template for Mechanism I, with a dominant inactive state
sharing population time with an active state after an individual
activation event, as in the case of the Src kinases. Cooperativity
among the events helps reach the fully active state. Figure 3D
can serve as a template for a multistate, noncooperative full
AND-gate in Mechanism II, as in the case of Cdk2 discussed
earlier. The functional diagram presents a deep active-state min-
imum and multiple shallower inactive-state local minima. An
AND-gate can also be two-state when the activation events
operate in a cooperative manner, as in the case of low concen-
tration of both Cdc42 and PIP2 acting on N-WASP discussed
earlier. An OR-gate (Figure 3E, Mechanism III) is also described
by multiple minima similar to the high concentration fully
uncooperative behavior. The diagrams illustrate the similarity
between Mechanisms II and III under conditions of low concen-
tration. High molecular crowding, which effectively increases the
local concentration, may be represented by a graded switch, asChemistry & Bioseen in the MEK-ERK system in mammalian cells (Figure 3C,
Mechanism I). However, the same system under conditions of
a less crowded volume can switch to a noncooperative Mecha-
nism II, as shown by the Xenopus oocytes (Aoki et al., 2011).
Our diagrams do not account for the concentration of the
receiving node, since concentration is not related to the
landscape. PTMs can either directly activate a conformation,
as in the case of phosphorylation of a kinase loop, or can work
by shifting the population of the ensemble, as in the case of
the GPCR or the b-arrestin. Such distinctions are currently also
not considered in the diagram descriptions. These, and the
context- and signaling-phase system behavior dependencies
described earlier, may be considered by future automated
notations.
How to Quantify Function Diagrams?
Here, we suggest that overlapping free energy landscapes cap-
ture the dynamic redistributions (or, population shifts of the
conformational ensembles) taking place concomitantly with
orthosteric and allosteric events; thus, free energy landscape
diagrams can provide simple ways to describe the activation
mechanism. However, it is challenging to transform this concept
to describe complete environmental scenarios in the cell and
quantify them. Steps that might help toward this overarching
goal include the following: (1) obtaining the spectrum of confor-
mational fluctuations for the three types of mechanisms (graded,
AND-gate, and OR-gate) for proteins whose integration mecha-
nisms are known, aiming to distinguish between these three
types, and parameterization of factors involved in the calcula-
tion; (2) obtaining detailed structural description of the activation
and correlating the elements of the structure observed to shift
or rotate with the fluctuations (combined, these can provide
quantification and a detailed mechanism); and (3) application
to other, same-family proteins whose integration mechanisms
are unknown, for example, by aligning corresponding sequences
or structures.
One possible venue for quantification may follow a recent
energy landscape theory-inspired ‘‘protein frustratometer’’
server (Ferreiro et al., 2011; Jenik et al., 2012). The algorithm
quantifies the locations of frustrations, i.e., unstable regions in
proteins, by analyzing how the energy is distributed in the struc-
tures and how mutations or conformational changes shift it. The
key concept is that sites of high local frustration often indicate
functionally important regions. In contrast, minimally frustrated
sites point to stable regions in which conformational changes
are restricted. This server has been useful in the analysis of
cancer mutations in protein kinases (Dixit and Verkhivker,
2011). While the problem is complex and how to take the leap
to account for multiple inputs in different types of integration
mechanisms is still unclear, in cells, these are the real-case sce-
narios. As such, mapping out function in its entirety, including
regulation, is needed. Currently, the landscape diagrams are
descriptive; however, at this stage, they can already be useful
in capturing and portraying in a simple way how the protein is
activated.
Here, we suggest that the distinction among the three different
gates can be based on the degree of structural coupling (coop-
erativity) between sites where activation events 1 and 2 take
place: AND-gate no coupling, graded-gate weak coupling, andlogy 21, March 20, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 315
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the coupling between them. If this indeed works, it might provide
a more tractable solution to this problem.
What Type of Studies May Benefit from Such a New
dFED Visualization Mechanism?
Earlier, we presented examples where such dynamic free energy
diagram descriptions could obviate the need for lengthy verbal
discussions. Here, we attempt to expand the repertoire by
different types of examples. One such instance, based on ordi-
nary differential equations, concerns the Bcl-2 family regulatory
module, which integrates upstream signals coming from three
subgroups of the Bcl-2 family: proapoptotic multidomain effec-
tors, prosurvival multidomain restrainers, and proapoptotic
single-domain BH3-only proteins, making life-or-death deci-
sions. The Bcl-2 family module resembles a Boolean logic gate
dependent on BH3-only protein levels (e.g., Bad) and their
checkmate (e.g., Bcl-xL). A low level of proapoptotic Bad or a
high level of prosurvival Bcl-xL allows initiation of apoptosis
(via an increase of p53 levels and dephosphorylation of the
kinase Akt), only when two stress stimuli are simultaneously pre-
sent, making it an AND-gate. On the other hand, a high level of
Bad or a low level of Bcl-xL suffices for apoptosis, making it an
OR-gate (Bogda1 et al., 2013). This example illustrates compen-
satory logic gates in the cell. Another large class of examples that
could benefit from such diagrams concerns scaffolding proteins
(Nussinov et al., 2013a; Pan et al., 2012). Scaffolding proteins not
only mediate pathway crosstalk and facilitate the interaction
among multiple incoming partners; they provide dose-response
of ligand-activated pathway and threshold sensitivity. They all
function by allosterically integrating incoming signals, and all
constitute central nodes in the cellular network acting through
logic gate responses. Among these, b-arrestin integrates
C-Raf, Mek, and Erk; KSR also integrates C-Raf, Mek, and Erk,
as well as EGFR and AKAP; the large IQGAP1 scaffolding pro-
teins integrate signals from diverse proteins including C-Raf,
Mek, Erk, calmodulin, and actin; AKAP integrates PDE and
PKA. Scaffolding protein alliances are abundant and are often
linked, directly or indirectly, to cytoskeleton proteins (Nussinov,
2013), which are also allosteric, forming microclusters that func-
tion through signal integration. Finally, in a recent design
example, each AND-gate integrates two promoter inputs (a tran-
scription factor and a chaperon) and controls one promoter
output in a layered AND-gate type operation in Escherichia
coli. The largest program consists of a four-input AND-gate
with three circuits that integrate four inducible systems, thus
requiring 11 regulatory proteins (Moon et al., 2012). If relevant
data are available for the aforementioned examples listed, free
energy diagrams can also be exploited in synthetic applications.
The Funnel Shape Can Be Extended to Include
Conformational Disorder
Our simplified funnel diagrams lack a rigorous relationship to
conformational entropy (Chan et al., 2011; Onuchic and
Wolynes, 2004). In classical free energy diagrams, the free
energy includes conformational entropy (Matthews and Hurle,
1987); in contrast, in energy landscapes, which are potentials
of mean force of the protein with the solvent degree of freedom
preaveraged, the conformational entropy is represented by the316 Chemistry & Biology 21, March 20, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Ltd All rwidth of the horizontal funnel dimension (Figure 3). The nature
of the barriers also differs: in classical free energy diagrams,
the barrier can include enthalpic, conformational entropic, and
solvent entropic contributions; in energy landscape diagrams,
the barriers can include entropic contributions by averaging
over solvent degrees of freedom (Chan et al., 2011). Encompass-
ing only nonspecific hydrophobic interactions can sometimes
lead to rugged energy landscapes with kinetic traps (Dill and
Chan, 1997); including specific nativecentric interactions as in
Go models, can lead to funnel-like behaviors (Chan et al., 2011).
The horizontal width of the funnel can indicate the extent of
conformational disorder (Tsai et al., 1999a). Thus, in principle,
our funnel description can be extended to describe disordered
protein states. The multiple conformations of intrinsically disor-
dered proteins can be depicted by a U-shaped funnel, as
compared to a V-shaped single dominant conformation funnel.
However, the additional funnel shapes (V shape, U shape, or
shapes in between) will not change the implications of our
AND, OR, and graded diagrams; it will only provide additional
detailed information of the conformational space for each state.
Conclusions: The Network and the Free Energy
Landscape
‘‘Function’’ can be defined in many ways. Our definition is broad,
encompassing the type of function; how function is executed
(i.e., allosteric mechanisms); and integration of allosteric events,
which is our focus here. All combine tomake a protein perform its
tasks in the living cell. Cellular networks consist of nodes (pro-
teins) and edges (their interactions). Nodes are crucial signaling
elements that can serve as connection points among pathways.
They also control the flow of information. The edges, and other
input sources directly acting on the node such as PTMs, transmit
signaling cues to the nodes; the nodes integrate them and emit a
response. Integration mechanisms are complex: positive and
double-negative feedback loops can produce two-state and
multistate systems under certain conditions and graded re-
sponses under others. Furthermore, two-state behavior can
also be observed in enzymatic systems in which multiple revers-
ible covalent modifications occur, even when no observable
feedback loops are present; and a multistate mechanism can
result from combined positive and negative effectors (Ninfa
and Mayo, 2004). Here, we suggest that simple function dia-
grams based on free energy landscapes can capture the mech-
anisms through which the nodes work in the context of the
network. Their physicochemical basis renders them capable of
representing function at the protein level; it also allows visual-
izing the functions of nodes in the cellular signaling network on
the global level and abstracting design principles. They further
lend themselves to quantification. Function diagrams can
combine real cell parameters and protein conformational en-
sembles, serving as a bridge between cellular network maps
and structural pathways; of note, in addition, they account for
both enzyme activation and cofactor recruitment.
The diagrams are powerful tools because they view the cellular
network in terms of the free energy landscape. From the network
standpoint, proteins are in their native states. The network does
not consider the transitions between fully unfolded 4 folded
states. From the landscape standpoint, the key to the under-
standing of how cells work is the nodes, signal integration inights reserved
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considers wiring and rewiring; the landscape views wiring in
terms of population shift in the nodes that propagate through
network links. Allostery, which is a landscape concept because
it works through population shift (Gunasekaran et al., 2004),
unites the two views; it explains how network nodes can influ-
ence each other.
Above all, the ability to transform static free energy landscapes
to capture system dynamics, which is the hallmark of function,
distinguishes function diagrams from sequence logos and rib-
bon diagrams. It renders them a simple, yet robust, physico-
chemical-based means to visually portray function, allowing
classification. Here, we provide template function diagrams for
proteins with a single active conformation. Future extensions
should consider proteins with multiple active states, as, for
example, in receptors and scaffolding proteins. We suggest
that the three (graded, OR, and AND) gates can be distinguished
by the extent of the cooperativity between the binding (muta-
tional or PTM) sites where the activation events took place and
that a fluctuation pattern could reflect these, possibly providing
a way forward. From a functional standpoint, such cooperativity
(coupling) between sites can be expected. We expect that, with
time, the diagrams will evolve and be made more complete and
automated.
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